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hiigh cash pro
oduction cossts, knowled
dge intensityy,
peerishability, and often ex
extreme pricee variabilityy.
Frrequently, th
hese constraaints are mosst intractablee
fo
or the most land-constraained farmerrs, who tendd
to
o have less education,
e
leess access to
o credit, andd
feewer produ
uctive asseets than less landdCombined,
co
onstrained
farmers.
thesee
co
onstraints make
m
horticcultural prroduction at
a
co
ommercial scale difficullt to achievee and risky.

INTRODU
UCTION: Rising
R
urban
n populatioons
and per cappita incomee growth in
n Sub-Saharran
Africa (SSA
A) are creaating major opportunitiies
for local faarmers by driving
d
grow
wth of 5%-66%
per year iin domestic and reg
gional markket
demand forr food – implying
i
a doubling of
demand in llittle more than 10 yearrs. Fresh fruuits
and vegetabbles1 stand to be an imp
portant winnner
in this grrowth, due to their high incom
me
elasticity off demand annd multiple opportunitiies
to add valuee.

Th
his policy synthesis fiirst sets thee context inn
which
w
thesee challengees will play out byy
su
ummarizing best availlable evidence on thee
cu
urrent size and futuree growth prospects
p
of
ex
xport
com
mpared
tto
domeestic/regionaal
ho
orticultural systems, annd of the mo
odern sector
co
ompared to the traditioonal sector. It then usess
ho
ousehold survey daata 2 to summarizee
in
nformation on
o the typess of smallho
older farmerss
th
hat have been able to take advan
ntage of thee
op
pportunities presented by fresh produce inn
Zambia, Mo
ozambique, and Ken
nya, beforee
cllosing with key
k program
mmatic concllusions.

The producction and maarketing of fresh produuce
could also make uniquue contribu
utions to Feeed
the Future objectives of reducing
g malnutriti on
and povertty and proomoting geender equitty.
Increased coonsumption of fresh pro
oduce can heelp
reduce miccronutrient nutrition,
n
a major heallth
problem in developing countries. Because
B
of its
labor intenssity and higgh productio
on values pper
unit land aarea, fresh produce
p
may
y provide tthe
greatest oppportunity off any set of crops for lan
and
constrained smallholdders to esccape poverrty
through agrricultural com
mmercializaation; land pper
se should bbe less connstraining to
o commerc ial
horticulturaal productionn than to the production of
other crops. Some of the
t most lan
nd-constrainned
farmers are women, esppecially amo
ong urban an
and
peri-urban areas producers of green leaafy
vegetables.

KEEPING
K
THINGS IN PERS
SPECTIVE:
EXPORTS COMPARE
ED TO DOMESTIC
D
C
MARKETS,
M
AND MO
ODERN CO
OMPARED
D
TRA
TO
ADITIONA
AL
MA
ARKETING
G
SY
YSTEMS: For many yyears, horticculture in thee
minds
m
of Affrican policcy makers and
a
westernn
do
onors was synonymoous with horticulturaal
ex
xports to deeveloped couuntries (Tscchirley et all.
20
004). Yet ev
ven in Kenyya, Africa’s outstandingg
su
uccess in export
e
hortticulture, th
he domesticc

Yet in trying to expploit these opportunitiees,
farmers connfront a seriees of constraaints related to
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We use the terms horticuulture, fresh fru
uits and
vegetables, frresh produce, and FFV interrchangeably.
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traditional systems over a time frame acceptable
to most policy makers and donors. Public
engagement, preferably through meaningful
public-private
partnerships
and
an
accompanying re-definition of public and private
roles, will be central to improving these systems.

horticultural system, rooted within a regional
system linked by trade, is four to five times
larger by value than the export sector. In most
other countries of Africa, the domestic/regional
system is larger by a factor of 20 or more.
What’s more, even under optimistic assumptions
regarding
the
growth
of
exports,
domestic/regional systems will contribute more
to growth than will exports for at least 20 years.
Finally, these local/regional systems will remain
more accessible to smallholder farmers and will
serve the nutritional needs of hundreds of
millions of poor Africans. Kenya’s export export
horticulture is rightfully touted as a major
success. Yet aspirations to do the same
elsewhere must not distract policy makers and
donors from the overwhelming importance of
the domestic/regional system and its need for
aggressive public and private investment to
overcome serious problems.

EMPIRICAL
PATTERNS:
WHAT
FARMERS ARE EXPLOITING THE
OPPORTUNITIES
PRESENTED
BY
HORTICULTURAL CROPS? We find six
patterns when analyzing fresh produce
marketing behavior of smallholder farmers.
First, despite far more public support for the
maize sector, and more private investment in
cash cropping sectors, more smallholders
typically sell fresh produce than sell cash crops
or maize 3 (Figure 1). In Kenya, 77% of such
farmers sell fresh produce. The only exception to
this pattern in our three countries is maize in
Zambia, driven by the extraordinary support that
the government of Zambia has provided to the
maize sector.

After a burst of enthusiasm through the middle
part of this decade regarding the supermarket
revolution, there now exists a broad consensus
that this phenomenon is likely to proceed much
more slowly than once thought in Sub-Saharan
Africa. This is especially true in fresh produce,
where both the promise and the perils of
supermarket expansion have received greatest
attention. It is in this sector that supermarkets
face the 20/20/20 challenge: across most of the
continent, the real value of supermarket sales of
fresh produce will need to grow 20% per year
for 20 years to reach a 20% market share. In
nearly the entire continent, the “traditional”
marketing sector – primarily open air markets
and dispersed informal vendors – is now
expected to play the dominant role in fresh
produce marketing for several decades.

Figure 1. Share of Households Selling Maize,
Cash Crops, and Fresh Produce in
Mozambique, Zambia, and Kenya
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Second, most farmers that sell fresh produce do
not sell maize or cash crops (Figure 2). To a
large extent, then, fresh produce provides
agricultural cash income to farmers that do not –
whether by choice or lack of opportunity – earn
cash income from other crops.

These two structural patterns – that for the
foreseeable future domestic and regional
markets will dominate export markets, and that
so-called traditional systems will dominate
modern systems within these domestic markets –
have two profound policy implications. First,
poverty reduction through horticulture, if it is to
occur, must take place primarily through
traditional systems serving the domestic and
regional market. Second, private investment in
modern, integrated supply chains cannot be
relied upon to solve alone the multitude of
problems that increasingly plague these
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Our basket of cash crops includes cotton, tobacco,
sesame, sunflower, coffee, tea, and paprika.
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Figure 4. Input Use among Average Tomato
Farmers Selling into Lusaka, Compared with
the Top 20% of Maize Sellers in Zambia

Figure 2. Maize and Cash Crop Marketing
Behavior of Fresh Produce Sellers
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Figure 3. Share of Total Fresh Produce Sales
by Quintile of Sales in Mozambique, Zambia,
and Kenya
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Our key question in this paper is whether
horticulture is fulfilling its promise for the most
land constrained farmers in east and southern
Africa; put differently, are the most land
constrained farmers showing themselves able to
overcome the constraints to horticultural
production and thus exploit the large earnings
per unit land area that horticulture offers?
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Our fifth finding is that, in Zambia and
Mozambique, these most land constrained
smallholders have largely not been able to
exploit horticulture’s opportunities (Figure 5).
In fact, fresh produce looks much like maize in
these countries – the probability of selling each
rises steadily with land holding size. In these
countries, it appears that some combination of
constraints on credit (or other means of access to
cash to finance input purchases), input
availability, production knowledge, irrigation,
and (potentially) proximity to market, is
preventing land-constrained smallholder farmers
from entering the fresh produce market.
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Third, sales of fresh produce are extremely
concentrated (Figure 3). In all three countries,
the top 20% of sellers – representing 3% to 4%
of all smallholders in Mozambique and Zambia,
and 15% in Kenya – account for at least 80% of
sales. This concentration is similar to that found
in maize and cash crops.
Fourth, the typical smallholder farmer selling
fresh produce into urban markets is better
capitalized and uses more inputs than even the
top 20% of maize sellers (Figure 4).

Our sixth finding, however, is that in Kenya,
land constrained smallholders are exploiting
horticultural opportunities to a much greater
degree than in Mozambique and Zambia (Figure
6). Definitive answers to the reasons for the
dramatic difference in Kenya require further
research, but here we highlight several likely
factors, three on the demand side and four on the
supply side. On the demand side, Kenya’s higher
population density likely makes access to
markets less of a constraint; Kenya also has
higher mean incomes and a larger high income
sector in its cities, meaning higher overall
demand.

These data are based on a random sample of
tomato farmers in a representative smallholder
area supplying the Lusaka market. More than
anything, use of irrigation distinguishes fresh
produce farmers; because most vegetables are
not well adapted to hot, wet climates, costs of
production are dramatically lower in the cool,
dry season of southern Africa, but only if the
farmers have access to irrigation.
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to improve the vast traditional systems serving
domestic consumers; improvements in these
systems will benefit millions – rather than
thousands – of African farmers and consumers.

Figure 5. Relationship between Land
Holdings and Probability of Selling Maize
and Fresh Produce in Mozambique and
Zambia
Mozambique

Figure 6. Relationship between Land
Holdings and Probability of Selling Maize
and Fresh Produce in Kenya
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Second, turning horticulture into an engine of
poverty reduction for the most land constrained
smallholder farmers requires improved access to
inputs, improved access to credit to finance
those inputs, improved knowledge of how to use
those inputs, and access to irrigation so that they
can produce during the cool-dry season. Because
sustainable smallholder irrigation typically
requires cooperation among users, support to
farmer organizations may play an especially
important role in horticulture.
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On the supply side, agroecology is more
favorable in Kenya, where highland areas
provide cooler climates that make fresh produce
less susceptible to pest attacks; smallholders in
Kenya are much more likely than in Zambia or
Mozambique to earn off-farm income, providing
cash to finance input purchases; input use in
general is much higher in Kenya than in the
other two countries, meaning that more farmers
are already accustomed to some of the practices
needed to effectively manage horticultural
production; and levels of education in rural
Kenya are also much higher than in
Mozambique or Zambia; we find that education
is a more important explainer of horticultural
commercialization than it is for other crops.

Finally, because horticulture offers unique
opportunities to land-constrained farmers, and
because women are typically the most landconstrained, special effort must be made to
address constraints for women farmers to avoid
excluding them from this promising activity.
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CONCLUSIONS:
We reach three key
conclusions from this analysis. First, poverty
reduction at scale through horticulture, if it is to
occur, must take place primarily through
traditional channels serving domestic and
regional markets. Efforts to help smallholders
enter modern supply chains, including those for
exports to developed countries, are appropriate
in some circumstances. Yet these efforts must
not distract attention from the overarching need
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